Creative Promise Program (Creative Writing)

Review Process for the Creative Promise Awards in CREATIVE WRITING:

Creative Promise Awards are offered in Creative Writing on the basis of a faculty evaluation of each student writer's demonstrated level of outstanding creative promise in order to be considered for a 2018 Creative Promise Award students must have submitted a complete application for admission to Albright College and submit a portfolio of some of their creative works, whether it be fiction, non-fiction, poetry, playwriting/screenwriting, etc.

If interested in participating in the Creative Promise Program, please contact Harry Dietrich, our Creative Promise Awards Coordinator at the Admissions Office - (800) 252-1856.

Criteria for the Creative Promise Award Review in the CREATIVE WRITING:

Students should be prepared to submit materials within the genres of fiction, nonfiction, poetry, playwriting/ screenwriting, and other creative works. Students being reviewed for a talent award will be informed of the decision on a rolling basis.

Maintaining Your Creative Promise Award in the CREATIVE WRITING:

Creative Promise Awards in Creative Writing are renewable for four years with the following conditions:

- Recipients of must contribute regularly to the student literary magazine, AGON, or the student arts magazine, Albright AM. Typically, the work involves a combination of the following activities:
  - Students must maintain a cumulative grade point average of 3.0 or better.
  - Students must attend magazine staff meetings.
  - Students must writing feature articles.
  - Students must write various pieces of work for AGON.
  - Students must edit print publications.
  - Students must contribute to design and layout.
  - Students must actively participate in periodic Creative Promise Program meetings.